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Amicus S.A. announces signature of a Distribution Agreement to represent Cardinal Health’s
Cordis Portfolio in Western Balkans and Baltic states.
On February 21st, 2017 Amicus S.A. and Cardinal Health Switzerland 515 GmbH, both of Baar,
Switzerland, signed a distribution agreement that includes the products of Cordis, Cardinal Health’s
interventional vascular business. The agreement provides that Amicus S.A. and its affiliates will
represent Cordis’ interventional vascular product portfolio in the Baltics states (Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania) and the states of the West Balkans (Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia)
effective as of May 2017. Amicus will provide services including distribution, tender participation,
marketing and promotion, market access, and pricing.
"This agreement sets another major milestone for Amicus,” commented Amicus co-founder and
Head of Corporate Development Stuart Swanson. “Not only does the Cordis portfolio reinforce our
presence in the cardiovascular space, but more importantly this contract takes the company
decisively into medical devices. We are honored to be chosen by Cardinal Health, and eager to grow
this business from the strong base that Cordis has already established in our regions during the past
decades.”
Amicus CEO Jean-Michel Lespinasse noted that the Cardinal Health distribution agreement includes
all of Amicus’ current large markets, making the contract a strategic and important relationship for
the company. Lespinasse further expressed the hope “that the contract could, should Amicus
perform, presage further cooperation with Cardinal Health.”

About Amicus S.A.
Amicus subsidiaries operate in the West Balkan and Baltic countries, and is expanding to Bulgaria and
Hungary. Amicus has gathered outstanding pharmaceutical talent, Medical Devices and OTCs. The
company specializes in representing research-based pharmaceutical, medical equipment and brand
self-care brands. For more info about Amicus, please visit: www.amicuspharma.eu

For more information on Cardinal Health and Cordis, please visit: www.cardinalhealth.com
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